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Nuclear waste storage from a multi-level
governance perspective

Lessons for policy will be derived from the
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comparative multi-level governance analysis. There
will be special emphasis on nuclear waste storage
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solution and suitable locations for a central nuclear
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without resolution.
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The issue has gained new momentum and the need
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for action has been intensified by the requirements
of the Directive 2011/70/Euratom. Member States
with nuclear facilities are required to submit a report
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on the implementation of national programmes for
the safe management of spent fuel and radioactive
waste by 2015.

Work packages

Project aims
The primary aim of the FFU project is to conduct a
detailed

social

and

political

analysis

of

the



Stakeholder analysis in Germany

Publications



Acceptance and conflict analysis

Research efforts and preliminary results will be



Analysis of multi-level governance

presented regularly in dedicated publications to



International comparison of multi-level
nuclear waste storage approaches

preconditions for the development of an acceptable
strategy for nuclear waste disposal in Germany. This
includes the identification of stakeholders and their
interests, responsibilities, value systems, views and
expectations as well as paths for a constructive
approach to dialogue and problem-solving. A focus
of the research project will be an international
comparative analysis of acceptance patterns and
steering mechanisms for conflict resolution.



Analysis of policy-instruments and
institutions

project partners and the interested public.
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